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Thursday, November 8 
 

 The theme of the Assembly this year was “Science at Yale: Shaping the Future,” 
explicating the university’s several initiatives toward making Yale as significant internationally in 
the sphere of STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, for us humanities 
types having trouble keeping up) as it has long been in the humanities. 
 
 President Peter Salovey’s introductory remarks on Thursday morning began with 
tributes to Yale’s most recent Nobel laureates, William Nordhaus ’63 in economics (think 
“carbon tax”) and the late Tom Steitz in molecular science, employing shared computation in 
the development of the notion of a “core laboratory” in the field of structural biology.  The 
president said that the overarching aim was to support innovative research, by building cutting 
edge technological facilities on Science Hill (now effectively across Prospect Street from the two 
new residential colleges), and by cultivating a community of learning, to allow the education of 
the next generation of scientists.  He (himself a social scientist) reminded the audience that, in 
his inaugural address, his announced primary goal was to make Yale a leading scientific 
research center with teaching at its center, avoiding or at least eliding the tension inherent in 
the side-by-side endeavors of teach and research.  Salovey noted that Yale has recently 
renovated its chemistry, biology, and engineering laboratories, while building on Whitney 
Avenue a new life sciences building, all to enable more liberal arts students to have to “think 
like a scientist,” as least some of the time.   
 
 This was followed by a panel presentation on Yale’s scientific priorities in the coming 
decade, moderated by Peter Schiffer ’88, professor in applied physics and vice provost for 
research, and featuring Akiko Iwasaki, professor of immunobiology and molecular, cellular, and 
developmental biology; David Skelly, director of the Peabody Museum (to which our classmate 
Ed Bass has just made a major gift for its physical reinvention) and professor of ecology; and 
Steve Strobel, professor of molecular biophysics and biochemistry, vice president for West 
Campus planning and program development, deputy provost for teaching and learning (a new 
and large center dedicated to this has been constructed in the back of Sterling Memorial 
Library), and chair of the University Science Strategy Committee.  That committee has 
generated a 90 page report (copies of the executive summary available on request to me at 
drichards@steptoe.com) which is the blueprint for the near-term achievement of the 
president’s―and the STEM faculty’s―goals. 
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 Schiffer assured the audience that science at Yale was already strong, with Nobel and 
Lasker prizewinners, and celebrated schools in Medicine, Forestry, and Public Health, but that 
this initiative was a response to a perception that Yale must be stronger than ever in science 
because the university has a responsibility to lead in the sciences. 
 
 Strobel spoke of the challenges of cancer and (closer to our age bracket’s home) 
diseases of the mind like Alzheimer’s, one of the most costly and devastating illnesses in our 
national future, and of the recent unwelcome phenomena of storms “of the century” now 
occurring ever storm season.  The president and Provost Ben Pollak (an expert in probability 
and game theories) established the University Science Strategy Committee, organized not by 
school or department, but across the university terrain, to consider how best to leverage Yale’s 
strengths; 500 faculty members participated, over three semesters of discussion and drafting.  
To determine priorities, an evaluation was made of Yale’s collective work product, measured 
against several questions.   
 
 What is feasible—what imminent breakthroughs can be visualized, and does Yale have 
the troops and means?  What if, with a $2 billion gift to the endowment, the income of $100 
million became “monopoly money” to invest?  Immediate target areas would be data science, 
with mathematical undertones, useful in public health, climate modeling, and molecular 
modeling: Yale might recruit three new faculty members from our top five rivals, and then fund 
them to recruit junior professors attracted by their reputations, laboratories, and assured 
funding.  Another field would be quantum science (Yale was the first university to build a cubit 
for a quantum computer).  Another would be inflammation studies, cutting across the 
environment, biology, and climate concerns, as well as within neuroscience and its components 
of biology and psychology. 
 
 Professor Iwasaki, also an investigator at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and NIH 
post-doc, whose field is inflammation, noted that Yale was to build a new institution, the Yale 
Inflammation Science Institute.  Just as Louis Pasteur developed the germ theory of inflection at 
his eponymous institute to identify the sources of infectious diseases, to develop vaccines and 
antibiotics, so Yale’s scientists would seek a unifying theory to identify the source of the 
scourge of inflammatory diseases. 
 
 Professor Skelly of the Peabody, a self described “frog scientist”, noted another 
intellectual quest, based on the recognition that just stopping fossil fuels may not be adequate 
to halt global warming, and that we may have to remove carbon from the atmosphere to save 
the planet, not to mention the 10 million other species with humans in the mix. 
 
 Thursday morning’s next program (these convocation meetings  are intellectually 
intense) was chaired by Tamar Gendler ’87, the dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (a 
newish post) and professor of both philosophy and of psychology and cognitive science, with 
the panel title of “Innovation, Collaboration, and Collision.”  The speakers were the dean of the 
school of medicines, Robert Alpern; the dean of the graduate school of arts and sciences, and 
professor of genetics, Lynn Cooley; and school of public health dean and professor of public 



health, Sten Vermund.  Cooley noted that the Center for Teaching and Learning was not only for 
students, but for faculty, on how to design and teach new courses.  Each dean described some 
of the initiatives they were shepherding in their respective schools. 
 
 The afternoon was filled with breakout sessions on “Science at Yale,” the titles of which 
illustrate the scope of hour-long presentations by faculty members scattered at sites 
throughout the campus which were individually ticketed by delegate choice: there were two 
successive cycles, and the first set (by way of example of choice and scope) included 
cybersecurity; data science and the future of knowledge; diversity and excellence in STEM; 
habitable planets; inflammation (“It’s Not What You Think”); mapping the dark universe; 
“Matter Matters”; particle physics, music, and dance; the quantum revolution (“What’s It All 
About?”); tours of each of the rebuilt chemistry lab, the Wright Laboratory, and the Peabody 
Museum; and the one I chose to attend (as a historian grasping for straws I might reach).  It was 
titled “Volcanism, Hydrology, and Social Conflict: Lessons from Hellenistic and Roman-Era Egypt 
and Mesopotamia,” by Joseph Manning, the William Simpson Professor of Classics and History 
(Simpson a name from our era), speaking of his research in matching papyrus mentions of 
volcanic events, against the climate science of ice cores taken from the Antarctic which allow 
examination of annual changes in the sediment of ash particles compacted in the ice, and 
this―pardon the old expression―was pretty cool. 
 

Friday, November 9 
 

 After early morning meetings of various constituent groups, including the Alumni Fund, 
attending the Convocation, the main event of the second morning was President Salovey’s 
annual account of campus highlights and emerging academic priorities (including, but in 
addition to those in science which were the focus of this particular weekend).  He again 
emphasized that Yale would build on its iconic strengths, investing in new faculty and facilities.  
Our (institutional) goal is educating future leaders, such as Angela Basset (an honorary degree 
recipient in June), Nobel prizewinner Paul Krugman, and journalist (and contemporary in our 
time) Bob Woodward. 
 
 He noted that our four world class schools in the arts (music, drama, architecture, and 
art) needed to expand from the conservatory school model and bridge arts with the 
humanities.  The Hall of Graduate Studies, 320 York Street (top of Wall Street), being renamed 
for our financial endowment mastermind Mr. Swenson, is being reconfigured in its interior, to 
reopen in 2020 as a center for the humanities (graduate students, for those not knowing this, 
are now being housed in a new building, constructed in the former parking lot behind 
Davenport, with a just-opened L.L. Bean as the commercial tenant on the two lowest floors).  
The reconfigured HGS will newly house about two-thirds of all the liberal arts departments, to 
encourage them to teach and do scholarship together, as well as a new film center.  Initial 
programs include “320 York Street Grants,” to pull together faculty in joint studies (an example: 
history of African-American music with research and performances with “The Black Sound and 
Archive”). 
 



 Yale, he continued, is broad in scope, deep in talent, and compact in size.  The goal is to 
turn prioritization, accomplished for science in the committee report mentioned above, into 
productive discourse on poverty, health care, and immigration, and to use data driven research, 
not ideology, to attempt resolution of these politically vexed problems.  Yale has expanded 
teaching and research in data science, hiring new faculty, and creating a new data science 
major for undergraduates; the university has hired four new computer scientists, and five new 
data scientists. 
 
 There will soon also be a new economic center, named for Nobelist James Tobin.  
Researchers will be urged to overcome their reluctance to publish their results more widely, 
overcome past reticence.  Funds are already raised for the building and research grants for the 
Tobin Center. 
 
 Science and engineering will be strengthened in the near term to “push progress,” and 
Yale hopes to claim the title of the first global research university to put teaching at its center.  
He reiterated that the Sterling Chemistry Laboratory had been reconfigured, with parallel 
efforts in creating the Greenberg Engineering Teaching Concourse on Science Hill, and a Center 
for Engineering Innovation and Design (“CEID”), to serve as a “maker space.”  Another new 
institute, also being built between Prospect and  Hillhouse in what was nicknamed the “Becton 
Desert,”  will be the Center for Innovative Thinking (“CIT”), opening in 2020, and already 
involving some thousand students in workshops.  There was also be a new science building on 
Science Hill next summer, to house cross-disciplinary studies, which will be paired with a new 
building next door for social space for science students and post-docs.  Other initiatives include 
those in quantum science, featuring a quantum computer (he noted Yale created the first 
electronic quantum processor, and FEQ chips (which I won’t explain, assuming you all know 
about them already); neuroscience; inflammation medicine; and environmental and climate 
science, interfacing with public health. 
 
 The Q & A produced the following responses from President Salovey: 
 
 In faculty appointments, there have been fifteen this year, and 65 over the past three 
years, funded by the $50 million of endowment allocated to create diversity in the faculty (one 
of the results of the Calhoun controversy of recent memory). 
 
 On admissions practices, he noted that pending litigation (the lawsuit against Harvard 
for its admissions practices regarding Asian-Americans has metastasized into a DOJ 
investigation of Yale, among other universities, as well) constrained a full response, but he 
believes that even with Harvard-level scrutiny, Yale will be found compliant with applicable law 
under the guidelines of the DOJ and HEW departments of the Federal Government.  Nothing, 
he said, in the Harvard lawsuit seems to compel Yale to changes its admissions methods and 
policies.  Yale’s percentage of admissions of Asian-Americans has gone from 14% to 22% in 15 
years. 
 



 On other aspects of admissions and costs and expenses, he noted that this year 20% of 
the first year class (my editorial aside: ”freshman” is now a disfavored if not verboten term in 
national academic discourse) were on Pell Grants, all the first in their families to attend college.  
Over the last three years, Yale’s grants from NIH are up.  Yale is now the least expensive option 
in Connecticut for the middle and upper middle classes (an “appalling” statistic in Salovey’s 
opinion).  New Haven has become so much more pleasant, that it is sucking students to live off 
campus, which for undergraduates frustrates the purpose of the residential college system (and 
with at $4.5 million annual revenue ding, if I heard aright).  Yale is now one of the top five 
taxpayers in New Haven, from $8.5 to $11 million in pilot )Payment in Lieu of Taxes) 
remittances for real estate taxes, supplemented by another $5 million annually in “permitting” 
fees required for construction and other university operations. 
 
 On Saturday morning, our classmate Tom Gottschall’s all-attendee guided tour of the 
Grove Street Cemetery, accompanied by student trumpeter playing the hymns we sang at 
various gravesites at our 50th reunion, was well attended, and concluded with about 10 
classmates and spouses holding a brief memorial service for our late class secretary Joe Briley, 
ending with a scattering of some of his ashes there. 
 
 About the Princeton Game which followed, the less said the better. 

 
      Respectfully submitted, until next year 
 
        Dave Richards 


